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How many 1’s do you see in the selfie? How many 0’s do you see in the selfie?
How many mints can you find in the video?
What item of clothing does each mint wear?
Find 8 drops of water in the video.
Can you find the back side of the stop sign that 8 holds?
Find two words colored alike but not like the other words in the video?
Find a 10-letter word typed out in the video.
Can you find a tuffet in the video?
Can you find a tuffet where you live?
Find 3 small items on 8’s hat.
Find 8 leaves on 0’s coffee cup.
Find 0’s double chin mark.
Find 5 temple bells in the video.
How many eye smiling marks does 8 have on each eye?
Describe the pattern in the phone number of the itsy bits spider plumbing ad.
Find the skin of a puppeteer’s arm.
Find eighty in the video.
How many hands does 8 use to put the matryoshka doll on 0’s desk?
Find the blue curtain move at the bottom. Why might it be moving?
How many ribbons is an octopus helping tie in the video?
How many “tubes” are on the bagpipe 8 plays?
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Find a character other than 0-9 that shows up in the video. What does it look like?
What is 21 across in the crossword puzzle?
Find Cousin Dva in the 3rd episode.
What song is played as background to the information on where to find the 8 crossword
puzzle?
26. Who composed music for episode 3?

